Abstract. Modern large-scale scientific computation problems must execute in a parallel computational environment to achieve acceptable performance. Target parallel environments range from the largest tightly-coupled supercomputers to heterogeneous clusters of workstations. Grid technologies make Internet execution more likely. Hierarchical and heterogeneous systems are increasingly common. Processing and communication capabilities can be nonuniform, non-dedicated, transient or unreliable. Even when targeting homogeneous computing environments, each environment may differ in the number of processors per node, the relative costs of computation, communication, and memory access, and the availability of programming paradigms and software tools. Architecture-aware computation requires knowledge of the computing environment and software performance characteristics, and tools to make use of this knowledge. These challenges may be addressed by compilers, low-level tools, dynamic load balancing or solution procedures, middleware layers, high-level software development techniques, and choice of programming languages and paradigms. Computation and communication may be reordered. Data or computation may be replicated or a load imbalance may be tolerated to avoid costly communication. This paper samples a variety of approaches to architecture-aware parallel computation.
all processor speeds are the same, differences between uniprocessor nodes and symmetric multiprocessing (SMP) nodes may be important. Computational and communication resources may not be dedicated to one job, and the external loads on the system may be highly dynamic and transient. Interconnection networks may be hierarchical, leading to non-uniform communication costs. Even if targeting only homogeneous systems, the relative speeds of processors, memory, and networks may affect performance. Heterogeneous processor architectures (e.g., Sparc, x86) present challenges for portable software development and data format conversions. Some operating systems may provide support for different programming paradigms (e.g., message passing, multithreading, priority thread scheduling, or distributed shared memory). Resources may also be transient or unreliable, breaking some common assumptions in, e.g., applications that use the Message Passing Interface (MPI) standard [37] . Finally, scalability is a concern, in that what works well for a cluster with dozens of processors will not necessarily work well for a supercomputer with thousands of processors, or in a grid environment [34] with extreme network hierarchies.
Many decisions that software developers can make may be affected by their target architectures. The choices can be algorithmic, such as when choosing a solution method that lends itself better to shared memory/multithreading or to distributed memory/message passing, as appropriate. The choice of parallelization paradigm affects portability and efficiency. The single-program multiple-data (SPMD) with message passing approach is often used because MPI is widely-available and highly portable. However, this portability may come at the expense of efficiency. Other options include shared memory/multithreading [16, 55] , a hybrid of SPMD with multithreading [8] , the actor/theater model [1] , and the Bulk Synchronous Parallel (BSP) [63] model. Parallelization can be achieved by a "bag-of-tasks" master/worker paradigm, domain decomposition, or pipelining. Computation and/or communication can be overlapped or reordered for efficiency in some circumstances. A programmer may choose to replicate data and/or computation to eliminate the need for some communication. Small messages can be concatenated and large messages can be split to achieve an optimal message size, given the buffer sizes and other characteristics of a particular interconnect [58] . Communication patterns can be adjusted. The computation can be made to use an optimal number of processors, processes, or threads, given the characteristics of the application and of the computing environment [20] . Partitioning and dynamic load balancing procedures can make tradeoffs for imbalance vs. communication minimization, or can adjust optimal partition sizes, and can partition to avoid communication across the slowest interfaces [29, 84] .
Any architecture-aware computation must have knowledge of the computing environment, knowledge of software performance characteristics, and tools to make use of this knowledge. The computing environment may come from a manual specification or may be discovered automatically at run time. Computing environment performance characteristics can be discovered through a priori benchmarking, or by dynamic monitoring. Software performance characteristics can be based on performance models or on studies that compare performance.
Software can use such knowledge of the computing environment at any of a number of the common levels of abstraction. Compiler developers and low-level tool developers (e.g., MPI implementers) can make architecture-aware optimizations that are applicable to a wide range of applications. Other tool developers, such as those designing and implementing partitioners and dynamic load balancers or numerical libraries, can make their software architecture aware and benefit all users of the li-braries. Middleware systems can make architecture-aware adjustments to computations that use them. Application programmers can make high-level decisions in an architecture-aware manner, e.g., through their choice of programming languages and parallel programming paradigm, by adjusting memory management techniques, or by adjusting the parameters and frequency of dynamic load balancing.
This paper describes several efforts that were presented at a minisymposium on architecture-aware parallel computing at the Eleventh SIAM Conference on Parallel Processing for Scientific Computing (San Francisco, 2004) . The first approach, the Prophesy framework by Taylor, et al., analyzes the performance of applications running in parallel and distributed environments (Section 1). Section 2 describes Baden's work on canonical variant programming and on computation and communication scheduling. Next, the work of Lacour, et al., on topology-aware collective communication in the grid-enabled MPI implementation, MPICH-G2, is described (Section 3). Dynamic load balancing for heterogeneous and hierarchical systems is described next, including work by Today's complex parallel and distributed systems require tools to gain insight into the performance of applications executed on such environments. This section presents the web-based Prophesy system 2 [95, 96] , a performance analysis and modeling infrastructure that helps to provide this needed insight. Prophesy automatically instruments application software, records performance data, system features and application details in a performance database, and provides automated modeling techniques to facilitate the analysis process. Prophesy can be used to develop models based upon significant data, identify the most efficient implementation of a given function based upon the given system configuration, explore the various trends implicated by the significant data, and predict software performance on a different system. Prophesy consists of three major components: data collection, data analysis, and central databases (Figure 1.1) . The data collection component focuses on the automated instrumentation and application code analysis at the granularity levels of basic blocks, procedures, and functions. Execution of the instrumented code gathers a significant amount of performance information for automated inclusion in the performance database. Manual entry of performance data is also supported. Performance data can then be used to gain insight into the performance relationship among the application, hardware, and system software.
An application goes through three stages to generate an analytical performance model: (i) instrumentation of the application, (ii) performance data collection, and (iii) model development using optimization techniques. These models, when combined with data from the system database, can be used by the prediction engine to predict the performance in a different computing environment. The Prophesy infrastructure is designed to explore the plausibility and credibility of various techniques in performance evaluation (e.g., scalability, efficiency, speedup, performance coupling between application kernels, etc.) and to allow users to use various metrics collectively to bring performance analysis environments to the most advanced level.
The Prophesy database must accommodate queries that lead to the development of performance models, allow for prediction of performance on other systems, and allow for one to obtain insight into methods to improve the performance of the application on a given distributed system. Hence, the database must facilitate the following query types:
• Identify the best implementation of a given function for a given system configuration (identified by the run-time system, operating system, processor organization, etc.). This can be implemented by querying the database for comparison of performance data on different systems.
• Use the raw performance data to generate analytical (nonlinear or linear) models of a given function or application; the analytical model can be used to extrapolate the performance under different system scenarios and to assist programmers in optimizing the strategy or algorithms in their programs.
• Use the performance data to analyze application-system trends, such as scalability, speedup, I/O requirements, communication requirements, etc. This can be implemented by querying the database to calculate the corresponding formula.
• Use the performance data to analyze user-specific metrics such as coupling between functions. The Prophesy database has a hierarchical organization, consistent with the hierarchical structure of applications. The entities in the database are organized into four areas: (i) Application information. This includes entities that give the application name, version number, a short description, owner information and password. Data are placed into these entities when a new application is being developed. (ii) Executable information. This includes all of the entities related to generating an executable of an application. These include details about compilers, libraries and the control flow, and are given for modules and functions. Data are placed into these entities when a new executable is generated. (iii) Run information. This includes all of the entities related to running an executable. These are primarily details about the program inputs and the computing environments used. Data are placed into these entities for each run of a given executable. (iv) Performance statistics information. This includes all of the entities related to the raw performance data collected during execution. Perfor-mance statistics are collected for different granularities (e.g., application, function, basic unit, and data structure performance).
The Prophesy automated model builder automatically generates performance models to aid in performance analysis and evaluation of a given application or execution environment. Prophesy supports two well-established modeling techniques: curve fitting and parameterization, plus a composition method developed by the Prophesy research group [79, 80] . Curve Fitting uses optimization techniques to develop a model. The model builder uses a least squares fit on the empirical data in the Prophesy database specified by the user to generate the model. The models it generates are generally a function of some input parameters of the application and the number of parameters. The system performance terms are clustered together with the coefficients determined by the curve fitting; such parameters are not exposed to the user. The advantage of this method is the fact that only the empirical data is needed to generate the models; no manual analysis is required. The parameterization method combines manual analysis of the code with system performance measurements. The manual analysis requires hand-counting the number of different operations in kernels or functions that are generally 100 lines of code or less. The manual analysis is used to produce an analytical equation with terms that represent the application and the execution environment, allowing users to explore different application and execution environment scenarios with parameterized models. The manual analysis step is the only drawback, but this step is done only once per kernel. The composition modeling technique attempts to represent the performance of an application in terms of its component kernels or functions. These kernel performance models are combined to develop the full application performance models. It is extremely useful to understand the relationships between the different functions that compose the application, determining how one kernel affects another (i.e., whether it is a constructive or a destructive relationship). Further, this information should be able to be encapsulated into a coefficient that can be used in a performance model of the application. In [79] , the advantages of using the coupling values to estimate performance are demonstrated using the NAS Parallel Benchmarks [10] . For BT (Block Tridiagonal) dataset A, the four kernel predictor had an average relative error of 0.79%, while merely summing the times of the individual kernels resulting in an average relative error of 21.80%.
Prophesy includes automatic instrumentation of applications, a database to hold performance and context information, and an automated model builder for developing performance models, allowing users to gain needed insights into application performance based upon their experience as well as that of others. Current research is focused on extending the tool to different application communities.
Canonical Variant Programming and Computation and Communication Scheduling.
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Application performance is sensitive to technological change, and an important factor is that the cost of moving data is increasing relative to that of performing computation. This effect is known as the "memory wall." A general approach for desensitizing performance to such change remains elusive. The result can be a proliferation of program variants, each tuned to a different platform and to configuration-dependent parameters. These variants are difficult to implement owing to an expansion of detail encountered when converting a terse mathematical problem description into highly tuned application software.
Ideally, there would exist a canonical program variant, from which all concrete program variants unfold automatically, altering their behavior according to technological factors affecting performance. There has been some progress in realizing the notion of canonical program variants through "self tuning software." Self tuning software has proven highly successful in managing memory hierarchy locality and includes packages such as ATLAS [93] , PhiPac [12] , and FFTW [35] . The general approach is to generate a search space of program variants, and to solve an optimization problem over the search space. The crucial problem is how to optimize the search space. Architecture cognizant divide and conquer [36] explored the notion of separators for pruning search trees; these enable different levels of the memory hierarchy to be optimized separately. A related approach is to customize the source code using semantic level optimizations, including telescoping languages [51] , Broadway [38] , and ROSE [70] . Lastly, DESOBLAS takes a different approach: it performs delayed evaluation using task graphs [57] .
Another manifestation of the memory wall is the increased cost of interprocessor communication in scalable systems. Reformulating an algorithm to tolerate latency is a difficult problem owing to the need to employ elaborate data decompositions and to solve a scheduling problem. Because an overlapped algorithm requires that communication and computation be treated as simultaneous activities, communication must be handled asynchronously [7, 9, 31, 76] . The resultant split phase algorithms are ad-hoc and prone to error [8] , even for the experienced programmer, and require considerable knowledge about the application. The resultant difficulties have led to alternative actor-based models of execution including: Mobile Object Layer [23] , Adaptive MPI [41] , and Charm++ [45] . These models support shared objects with asynchronous remote method invocation. Data motion is implicit in method invocation. Other relevant work includes DMCS [22] , which supports single sided communication and active messages, and SMARTS, which uses affinity to enhance memory locality by scheduling related tasks "back to back" [87] .
A new project called Tarragon has been started at UCSD. Tarragon supports a non-bulk-synchronous, actor model of execution and is intended to simplify communication tolerant implementations. As with the other actor-based models, Tarragon employs data driven execution semantics [43] , e.g., coarse grain dataflow [6] , to manage communication overlap under the control of a scheduler. The data-driven model is attractive because it does not require the programmer to hardwire scheduling decisions into application code in order to manage communication overlap. As with traditional data flow [5, 25, 44] parallelism arises among tasks which are independent. Interdependent tasks are enabled according to the flow of data among them. A scheduler -rather than the application -determines an appropriate way to order computations.
A Tarragon Task Graph is interpreted as a logical grouping of an iteration space, along with a partial ordering of that grouping. The tasks are not objects as in Charm++ or Mobile Object Layer, but an abstract description of computation to be carried out. This abstraction enables Tarragon to realize pipelining optimizations across time-stepped simulations and to capture elaborate computational structures such as timestepped adaptive mesh hierarchies, and distinguishes it from other actorbased models. Tarragon also differs in another fundamental way. Whereas the other models support shared objects with asynchronous remote method invocation, Tarragon does not support shared objects, and methods may be invoked only locally. Data motion is explicit, reflecting the Tarragon philosophy of exposing such expen-sive operations to the programmer.
Tarragon supports the notion of parameterized scheduling, which has the property that the scheduler can read attributes decorating the task graph. These attributes come in the form of performance meta-data, a concept which as been explored jointly with Kelly and others in the context of cross-component optimization [50] . Performance meta-data may represent a variety of quantities, e.g., affinity, priority or other metrics. The programmer is free to interpret the meaning of meta-data, while the scheduler examines their relative magnitudes in order to make decisions. Parameterized scheduling differs from application-level scheduling because applicationdependent behavior can be expressed via meta data alone, i.e., without having to change the scheduler. The flexibility offered by parameterized scheduling significantly enhances the capability to explore alternative scheduling policies and metrics.
As with Charm++ and other efforts [82] Tarragon virtualizes computations. That is, the workload is split such that each processor obtains many pieces of work. Early results with a 3D elliptic solver using red-black relaxation have been positive, with only modest overheads observed for virtualization factors of up to nearly an order of magnitude [72] . Virtualization enhances the ability to overlap communication via pipelining.
Tarragon is currently under development, and is being applied to a variety of applications. We are also investigating compiler support for Tarragon using the ROSE [70] compiler framework developed by Quinlan. ROSE is a tool for building source-to-source translators realizing semantic level optimizations of C++ class libraries, and can extract semantic information from libraries such as Tarragon. The resultant software will in effect be a domain specific language. Computational grids have a potential to yield a huge computational power. Their utilization has been made a reality by grid access middleware like the Globus Toolkit 5 , so more and more computational grids get deployed, as exemplified by such projects as NASA IPG, European DataGrid, NSF TeraGrid 6 . In a typical grid, several sites are interconnected over a Wide-Area Network (WAN). Within each site, a number of computers are connected over a Local-Area Network (LAN). Some of those computers may be gathered in clusters equipped with a very high-performance network like Myrinet. Thus, computational grids raise many issues, like heterogeneity in terms of computing resources and network links. As a grid is made of geographically distributed resources, possibly spread across continents, grid networks are inherently multi-layered, showing large network performance gaps (bandwidth, latency) between every communication network level.
In this context, some MPI applications need to achieve high performance. To reach that goal, an efficient MPI implementation must take into account the multilayered nature of the grid network. This is particularly true for the implementation of MPI collective operations like MPI Bcast. Those functions involve several processes running on a number of computers interconnected over various networks with different performance characteristics.
Topology-unaware implementations of broadcast often make the simplifying assumption that the communication times between all process pairs are equal. Under this assumption, the broadcast operation is often implemented using a binomial tree. In the example of Figure 3 .1, the broadcast operation from process 0 to nine other processes is completed in only four steps. This implementation is efficient in terms of performance and load balancing as long as it is used within a homogeneous network with uniform performance. If the ten processes are split into two clusters (processes 0 through 4 on one cluster and processes 5 through 9 on another), then a topology-unaware implementation of broadcast incurs three inter-cluster messages over a lower performance network (Figure 3.2) . Existing two-level topology-aware approaches [42, 52] cluster computers Topology-unaware broadcast using a binomial tree: 3 inter-cluster messages (bold arrows) and 6 intra-cluster messages.
into groups. In Figure 3 .3, the root of the broadcast first sends the message to process 5 in the remote cluster, then processes 0 and 5 broadcast the message within their respective clusters using a binomial-tree algorithm. This solution performs all intercluster messaging first while also minimizing inter-cluster messaging.
A computational grid like the one described above typically involves multiple sites and may also include multiple clusters at a single site. The NSF TeraGrid, for example, has a 32-bit cluster and a 64-bit cluster both located at Argonne National Laboratory. Such grids induce three or more network levels (i.e., wide-area, local area, and intra-cluster) with different network characteristics at each level. In these grids, if the processes are grouped by clusters, the two-level topology-aware approach will not minimize the number of inter-site messages. If, on the other hand, the processes are instead grouped by sites, the two-level approach will not minimize the number of inter-cluster messages within each site. A multi-level strategy is needed, grouping the processes first by sites, and then by clusters in which both inter-site and inter-cluster messages are minimized. Early performance evaluations [46] of the multi-level approach have shown significant performance gains for the broadcast operation. Encouraged by those results, eleven of the fourteen collective operations of the MPI-1 standard have been implemented in a multi-level topology-aware manner in MPICH-G2 [47] 7 .
Dynamic Load Balancing for Heterogeneous Environments.
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An attractive feature of clusters is the ability to expand their computational power incrementally by incorporating additional nodes. This expansion often results in heterogeneous environments, as the newly-added nodes and interconnects often have superior capabilities. This section focuses on the Dynamic Resource Utilization Model (DRUM) [29] 9 , which is a software library that provides support for scientific computation in heterogeneous environments. The current focus is on providing information to enable resource-aware partitioning and dynamic load balancing procedures in a manner that incurs minimal effort to set up, requires very few changes to applications or to dynamic load balancing procedures, and adjusts dynamically to changing loads while introducing only small overheads.
A number of recent papers have addressed these and similar issues. Minyard and Kallinderis [60] monitor process "wait times" to assign element weights that are used in octree partitioning. Walshaw and Cross [91] couple a multilevel graph algorithm with a model of a heterogeneous communication network to minimize a communication cost function. Sinha and Parashar [75] use the Network Weather Service (NWS) [94] to gather information about the state and capabilities of available resources; they compute the load capacity of each node as a weighted sum of processing, memory, and communications capabilities.
DRUM incorporates aggregated information about the capabilities of the network and computing resources composing an execution environment. DRUM can be viewed as an abstract object that (i) encapsulates the details of the execution environment, and (ii) provides a facility for dynamic, modular and minimally-intrusive monitoring of the execution environment.
DRUM addresses hierarchical clusters (e.g., clusters of clusters, or clusters of multiprocessors) by capturing the underlying interconnection network topology (Figure 4.1) . The tree structure of DRUM leads naturally to a topology-driven, yet The XML file can be generated with the aid of a graphical configuration tool or may be specified manually. Computational, memory and communication resource capabilities are assessed initially using benchmarks, which are run a priori either manually or using the graphical configuration tool. Capabilities may be updated dynamically by agents: threads that run concurrently with the application to monitor each node's communication traffic, processing load and memory usage. Network monitoring agents use the net-snmp library 10 or kernel statistics to collect network traffic information at each node. An experimental version that interfaces with NWS has also been developed. Processor and memory utilization are obtained using kernel statistics. The statistics are combined with the static benchmark data to obtain a dynamic evaluation of the powers of the nodes in the model. DRUM distills the information in the model to a single quantity called the "power" for each node, which indicates the portion of the total load that should be assigned to that node. For load-balancing purposes, a node's power is interpreted as the percentage of overall load it should be assigned based on its capabilities. The power is computed as a weighted sum of processing and communication power, each of which are computed based on static benchmark and dynamic monitoring information.
DRUM has been used in conjunction with the Zoltan Parallel Data Services Toolkit [27, 28] , which provides dynamic load balancing and related capabilities to a wide range of dynamic, unstructured and/or adaptive applications, to demonstrate resource-aware partitioning and dynamic load balancing for a heterogeneous cluster.
Given power values for each node, any partitioning procedure capable of producing variable-sized partitions, including all Zoltan procedures, may be used to achieve an appropriate decomposition. Thus, any applications using a load-balancing procedure capable of producing non-uniform partitions can take advantage of DRUM with little modification. Applications that already use Zoltan can make use of DRUM simply by setting a Zoltan parameter, with no further changes needed.
Fig. 4.2.
Ideal and achieved (using DRUM) relative changes in execution times compared to homogeneous partitioning for an adaptive calculation using PHAML on different processor combinations.
We conducted an experimental study in which we used DRUM to guide resourceaware load balancing in the adaptive solution of a Laplace equation on the unit square, using Mitchell's Parallel Hierarchical Adaptive MultiLevel software (PHAML) [62] . Runs were performed on different combination of processors of a heterogeneous cluster. Figure 4 .2 shows the relative change in execution time obtained when DRUM is used for different weights of the communication power. The ideal relative change is a theoretical value that would be obtained if partitions sizes perfectly match nodes processing capabilities and no inter-process communication takes place during the execution. The complete DRUM experimental study can be found in [29] .
Hierarchical Partitioning and Dynamic Load Balancing.
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An effective partitioning or dynamic load balancing procedure maximizes efficiency by minimizing processor idle time and interprocessor communication. While some applications can use a static partitioning throughout a computation, others, such as adaptive finite element methods, have dynamic workloads that necessitate dynamic load balancing during the computation. Partitioning and dynamic load balancing can be performed using recursive bisection methods [11, 74, 81] , space-filling curve (SFC) partitioning [15, 33, 61, 64, 66, 67, 68, 92] and graph partitioning (including spectral [69, 74] , multilevel [14, 39, 48, 90] , and diffusive methods [24, 40, 54] ). Each algorithm has characteristics and requirements that make it appropriate for certain applications; see [13, 85] for examples and [83] for an overview of available methods. Modern clusters, supercomputers, and grid environments often include hierarchical interconnection networks. For hierarchical and heterogeneous systems, different choices of partitioning and dynamic load balancing procedures may be appropriate in different parts of the parallel environment. There are tradeoffs in execution time and partition quality (e.g., amount of communication needed, interprocess connectivity, strictness of load balance) [85] and some may be more important than others in some circumstances. For example, consider a cluster of symmetric multiprocessor (SMP) nodes connected by Ethernet. A more costly graph partitioning can be done to partition among the nodes, to minimize communication across the slow network interface, possibly at the expense of some computational imbalance. Then, a fast geometric algorithm can be used to partition to a strict balance, independently, within each node. This is illustrated in Figure 5 .1. Such hierarchical partitionings of a 1,103,018-element mesh used in a simulation of blood flow in a human aorta are presented in [59] .
Hierarchical partitioning and dynamic load balancing has been implemented in the Zoltan Parallel Data Services Toolkit [27, 28] . Using Zoltan, application developers can switch partitioners simply by changing a run-time parameter, facilitating comparisons of the partitioners' effect on the applications. Zoltan's hierarchical balancing implementation allows different procedures to be used in different parts of the computing environment [84] . The implementation utilizes a lightweight "intermediate hierarchical balancing structure" (IHBS) and a set of callback functions that permit an automated and efficient hierarchical balancing which can use any of the procedures available within Zoltan (including recursive bisection methods, space-filling curve methods and graph partitioners) without modification and in any combination. Hierachical balancing is invoked by an application the same way as other Zoltan procedures. Since Zoltan is data-structure neutral, it operates on generic "objects" and interfaces with applications through callback functions. A hierarchical balancing step begins by building an IHBS, which is an augmented version of the graph structure that Zoltan builds to make use of the ParMetis [49] and Jostle [90] libraries, using the application callbacks. The hierarchical balancing procedure then provides its own callback functions to allow existing Zoltan procedures to be used to query and update the IHBS at each level of a hierarchical balancing. After all levels of the hierarchical balancing have been completed, Zoltan's usual migration arrays are constructed and returned to the application. Thus, only lightweight objects are migrated internally between levels, not the (larger and more costly) application data. Zoltan's hierarchical balancing can be used directly by an application or be guided by the tree representation of the computational environment created and maintained by DRUM (Section 4).
Preliminary results applying hierarchical balancing to a parallel, adaptive simulation are promising [84] . A comparison of running times for a perforated shock tube simulation [32] on a cluster of SMPs shows that while ParMetis multilevel graph partitioning alone often achieves the fastest computation times, there is some benefit to using hierarchical load balancing where ParMetis is used for inter-node partitioning and inertial recursive bisection is used within each node. Hierarchical balancing shows the most benefit in cases where ParMetis introduces a larger imbalance to reduce communication.
Studies are underway that utilize hierarchical balancing on larger clusters, on other architectures, and with a wider variety of applications. Hierarchical balancing may be most beneficial when the extreme hierarchies found in grid environments are considered.
6. Autonomic Management of Parallel Adaptive Applications.
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Parallel structured adaptive mesh refinement (SAMR) [65, 66] techniques yield advantageous ratios for cost/accuracy compared to methods based on static uniform approximations, and offer the potential for accurate solutions of realistic models of complex physical phenomena. However, the inherent space-time heterogeneity and dynamism of SAMR applications coupled with a similarly heterogeneous and dynamic execution environment (such as the computational grid) present significant challenges in application composition, runtime management, optimization, and adaptation. These challenges have led researchers to consider alternate self-managing autonomic solutions, which are based on strategies used by biological systems to address similar challenges. GridARM [19] (Figure 6 .1) is an autonomic runtime management framework that monitors application behaviors and system architecture and runtime state, and provides adaptation strategies to optimize the performance of SAMR applications. The framework has three components: (i) services for monitoring resource architecture and application dynamics, and characterizing their current state, capabilities, and requirements; (ii) a deduction engine and objective function that define the appropriate optimization strategy based on runtime state and policies; and (iii) an autonomic runtime manager that is responsible for hierarchically partitioning, scheduling, and mapping application working-sets onto virtual resources, and tuning applications within the grid environment.
The monitoring/characterization component of the GridARM framework consists of embedded application-level and system-level sensors/actuators. Application sensors monitor the structure and state of the SAMR grid hierarchy and the nature of its refined regions. The current application state is characterized in terms of application-level metrics such as computation/communication requirements, storage requirements, activity dynamics, and the nature of adaptations [77] . Similarly, system sensors build on existing grid services such as NWS, and sense the current state of underlying computational resources in terms of CPU, memory, bandwidth, availability, and access capabilities. These values are fed into the system state synthesizer along with system history information and predicted performance estimates (obtained using predictive performance functions) to determine the overall system runtime state.
The current application and system state along with the overall "decision space" are provided as inputs to the GridARM deduction engine and are used to define the autonomic runtime objective function. The decision space is comprised of adaptation policies, rules, and constraints defined in terms of application metrics, and enables autonomic configuration, adaptation, and optimization. Application metrics include application locality, communication mechanism, data migration, load balancing, memory requirements, adaptive partitioning, adaptation overheads, and granularity control. Based on current runtime state and policies within the decision space, the deduction engine formulates prescriptions for algorithms, configurations, and parameters that are used to define the SAMR objective function.
The prescriptions provided by the deduction engine along with the objective function yield two metrics -normalized work metric (NWM) and normalized resource metric (NRM), which characterize the current application state and current system state respectively, and are the inputs to the autonomic runtime manager (ARM). Using these inputs, the ARM defines a hierarchical distribution mechanism, configures and deploys appropriate partitioners at each level of the hierarchy, and maps the application domain onto virtual computational units (VCUs). A VCU is the basic application work unit and may consist of computation patches on a single refinement level of the SAMR grid hierarchy or composite patches that span multiple refinement levels. VCUs are dynamically defined at runtime to match the natural regions (i.e., regions with relatively uniform structure and requirements) in the application, which significantly reduces coupling and synchronization costs.
Subsequent to partitioning, spatio-temporal scheduling operations are performed across and within virtual resource units (VRUs) using Global-Grid Scheduling (GGS) and Local-Grid Scheduling (LGS) respectively. During GGS, VCUs are hierarchically assigned to sets of VRUs, whereas LGS is used to schedule one or more VCU within a single VRU. A VRU may be an individual resource (compute, storage, instrument, etc.) or a collection (cluster, supercomputer, etc.) of physical grid resources. A VRU is characterized by its computational, memory, and communication capacities and by its availability and access policy. Finally, VRUs are dynamically mapped onto physical system resources at runtime and the SAMR application is tuned for execution within the dynamic grid environment.
Note that the work associated with a VCU depends on the state of the computa-tion, the configuration of the components (algorithms, parameters), and the current ARM objectives (optimize performance, minimize resource requirements, etc.). Similarly, the capability of a VRU depends on its current state as well as the ARM objectives (minimizing communication overheads implies that a VRU with high bandwidth and low latency has higher capability). The normalized metric NWM and NRM are used to characterize VRUs and VCUs based on current ARM objectives. The core components of GridARM have been prototyped and the adaptation schemes within GridARM have been evaluated in the context of real applications such as the 3-D Richtmyer-Meshkov instability solver (RM3D) encountered in compressible fluid dynamics. Application aware partitioning [17] uses current runtime state to characterize the SAMR application in terms of its computation/communication requirements, its dynamics, and the nature of adaptations. This adaptive strategy selects and configures the appropriate partitioner that matches current application requirements, thus improving overall execution time by 5 to 30% as compared to nonadaptive partitioning schemes. Adaptive hierarchical partitioning [56] dynamically creates a group topology based on SAMR natural regions and helps to reduce the application synchronization costs, resulting in improved communication time by up to 70% as compared to non-hierarchical schemes. Reactive system sensitive partitioning [75] uses system architecture and current state to select and configure distribution strategies and parameters at runtime based on the relative capacities of each node. This system sensitive approach improves overall execution time by 10 to 40%.
Proactive runtime partitioning [97] strategies are based on performance prediction functions and estimate the expected application performance based on current loads, available memory, current latencies, and available communication bandwidth. This approach helps to determine when the costs of dynamic load redistribution exceed the costs of repartitioning and data movement, and can result in a 25% improvement in the application recompose time. Architecture sensitive communication mechanisms [73] select appropriate messaging schemes for MPI non-blocking communication optimization suited for the underlying hardware architecture and help to reduce the application communication time by up to 50%. Workload sensitive load balancing strategy [18] uses bin packing-based partitioning to distribute the SAMR workload among available processors while satisfying application constraints such as minimum patch size and aspect ratio. This approach reduces the application load imbalance between 2 and 15% as compared to default schemes that employ greedy algorithms. Overall, the GridARM framework has been shown to significantly improve the performance of SAMR applications [19] .
7. Worldwide Computing: Programming Models and Middleware.
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The Internet is constantly growing as a ubiquitous platform for high-performance distributed computing. This section describes a new software framework for distributed computing over large scale dynamic and heterogeneous systems. This framework wraps data and computation into autonomous actors, self organizing computing entities, which freely roam over the network to find their optimal target execution environment.
The actor model of concurrent computation represents a programming paradigm enforcing distributed memory and asynchronous communication [1] . Each actor has a unique name, which can be used as a reference by other actors. Actors only process information in reaction to messages. While processing a message, an actor can carry out any of three basic operations: alter its encapsulated state, create new actors, or send messages to peer actors. Actors are therefore inherently independent, concurrent and autonomous which enables efficiency in parallel execution [53] and facilitates mobility [3] . The actor model and languages provide a very useful framework for understanding and developing open distributed systems. For example, among other applications, actor systems have been used for enterprise integration [86] , real-time programming [71] , fault-tolerance [2] , and distributed artificial intelligence [30] .
The presented worldwide computing framework 14 consists of an actor-oriented programming language (SALSA) [89] , a distributed run-time environment (WWC) [88] , and a middleware infrastructure for autonomous reconfiguration and load balancing (IOS) [26] (see Figure 7 .1). SALSA provides high-level constructs for coordinating concurrent computations, which get compiled into primitive actor operations, thereby raising the level of abstraction for programmers while enabling middleware optimizations without requiring the development of application-specific checkpointing, migration, or load balancing behavior. Load balancing is completely transparent to application programmers. The IOS middleware triggers actor migration based on profiling application behavior and network resources in a decentralized manner. To balance computational load, three variations of random work stealing have been implemented: load-sensitive (LS), actor topology-sensitive (ATS), and network topology-sensitive (NTS) random stealing. LS and ATS were evaluated with several actor interconnection topologies in a local area network. While LS performed worse than static round-robin (RR) actor placement, ATS outperformed both LS and RR in the sparse connectivity and hypercube connectivity tests, by a full order of magnitude [26] . We are currently evaluating NTS in diverse heterogeneous grid environments.
The IOS software infrastructure naturally allows for the dynamic addition and removal of nodes from the computation, while continuously balancing the load given the changing resources. The ability to adapt applications to a dynamic network is critical upon node and network failures, common in Internet computing environments. This adaptability is also critical in shared environments with unpredictable variations in resource usage, e.g., by applications running concurrently on a grid.
Our current research focuses on resource management models and their middleware implementations for non-functional distributed systems behavior. Examples include data and process replication for fault tolerance, and split and merge behavior to dynamically optimize the granularity of computation and migration. We are particularly interested in the interaction of high-level programming abstractions and middleware optimizations [59] . While application-level load balancing may in general afford better performance, the simplicity of the autonomous actor programming model and the availability of computing power in large-scale dynamic networks may ultimately make optimization in middleware more beneficial for scientific computing [4, 78] .
